AUTO LOAD LOGIC IS A COMPLETE AND INTEGRATED AUTO
TRANSPORT SOLUTION FOR SHIPPERS, BROKERS, AND CARRIERS.

THE SHIPPER

SOLUTION

EASY. FAST. EFFICIENT. COST EFFECTIVE.

The process is as simple as 1, 2, 3!

1.
2.
3.

Shippers simply request quotes for one or more vehicles. ALL provides Shippers
a variety of methods to request prices for their transport needs, including specific
requests directed to trusted brokers and carriers as well as more general
requests from the entire network or a defined number of service providers.
Select the best service provider based on ratings, reviews and price. You have
access to ratings and reviews and the ability to correspond via our internal
messaging system to respond to price proposals.
Track your shipment online from pickup to
delivery. Yes! Real-time GPS tracking allows you
and your staff to dramatically reduce the time
and expense of making and answering calls
trying to verify the location of your loads.

IT’S TIME TO RETHINK AUTO TRANSPORT.

EASY. FAST. EFFICIENT.

Call us today at:
800.559.5229
www.autoloadlogic.com

AUTO TRANSPORT REDEFINED

The ALL system is VIN based, as yours is,
eliminating the confusion found in other
systems that rely only on make, model and
year. Our system provides an end-to-end, paperless contracting
facility using e-signatures and electronic document production.
Photo inspections and electronic bills of lading reduce the potential
for disputes about condition and damages en route.

Want to provide a special benefit to a customer that
you’re shipping a vehicle to? For a nominal charge you can provide
your customer the ability to track the shipment themselves. Fewer calls that you’ll have to
answer! ALL is accessible on any size device: desktop, laptop, tablet or phone. Our mobile
site and mobile apps are available on both iOS and Android platforms. There is no cost to
register as an ALL user and no fees are charged until you actually contract to ship vehicles
using the system.

Scan this code to watch a brief video on what Auto
Load Logic can do for your bottom line!

Registration is fast and easy.
Get started today!

Auto Load Logic, LLC
598 Westwood Drive
Suite 208
Abilene, Texas 79603
AUTO TRANSPORT REDEFINED

Call us today at:
800.559.5229
www.autoloadlogic.com

